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ORIGIN
Radical change often comes about in trying to 
solve a simple problem. Our original goal was to 
improve endurance race times by designing a shoe 
to go downhill faster. In doing so, we inadvertently 
reinvented the running shoe.

Our new shoe improved the experience of going 
uphill too. And down again. And up again. It turns 
out that redesigning a shoe that helps an athlete 
tackle 100 miles in challenging conditions can help 
all runners perform.

While trail runners by night, our day jobs were in 
gravity sports. We had a hand in several snow 
sport and cycling innovations — including the 
parabolic ski — and everyday we asked ourselves 
the question, “How do we go faster?” When we 
imposed a form-follows-function discipline to 
designing a trail running shoe, we asked the same 
question. We answered it with a shoe that was 
met with ridicule by running shoe establishments, 
but embraced by runners. Those runners started 
winning races, and running shoe buyers started 
paying attention.

Our design ethos owes as much to surfing, skiing 
and cycling as running, and the patented elements 
we incorporated into the original shoe — aka the 
HOKA ONE ONE® Difference — influence every 
shoe we build.

JEAN-LUC DIARD & NICOLAS MERMOUD
HOKA ONE ONE® CO-FOUNDERS



DIFFERENCE
  THE 

Marketing copy can promise a lot, but we encourage you to simply try on 
a pair of HOKA ONE ONE® shoes to experience the difference — then run 
in them. They will immediately feel different as the shaped midsole cradles 
your foot. As you step, the geometry of the shoe rolls you forward, helping 
you stride. And as you run, the geometry, shaping and cushion come 
together to make every impact with the dirt or the road softer, less jarring 
and more satisfying. It’s a unique running experience.

As we like to say at HOKA ONE ONE®, “Why run when you can fly?”



CUSHIONED MIDSOLE
[marshmallow-soft with speed] 
Varying in thickness according to need, the  
super light and cushioned midsole offers shock 
absorption, comfort and support. Our goal at 
HOKA ONE ONE® is to make running easier. 
Easier for everyone — from the ultramarathoner 
to the person who runs as part of their fitness 
routine. Everyone likes easier.

META-ROCKER
[the wheels to move you forward]
Meta-Rocker geometry, or wheels for your
feet, drives the runner forward, reduces the
differential in height between the heel and 
toe and complements the runner’s normal 
gait cycle.

ACTIVE FOOT FRAME
[the bucket seat]
The Active Foot Frame beds the heel and foot 
deeply into the midsole and offers guidance to 
the foot without the need for “posts” or other foot 
constrictions. The Active Foot Frame functions like 
a bucket seat in a racecar by cradling the foot.

PROFLY™ 
[intelligent cushioning]
PROFLY™ is a dual-density midsole: softer in  
the heel for a cushioned landing and a higher- 
density foam in the forefoot for propulsion. It’s  
a forgiving landing with a responsive toe-off. 

J-FRAME™ 
[stability with freedom]
Dynamic Stability features the HOKA ONE ONE® 
J-Frame™, which uses the functionality of the Active
Foot Frame but adds support with a firmer density
foam on the medial side — where the over-pronating
foot rolls in — all the way to the front of the shoe.
This “J” also extends back with firmer sidewalls
on the heel’s lateral side. It delivers support and
protection while guiding your foot without the use of
heavy, rigid materials.

META-ROCKER TECHNOLOGY MEANS
•  Support of a runner’s natural

running gait

• A smooth roll from impact to toe-off

• Designed to increase running efficiency

MAXIMUM CUSHIONING EQUALS
• Premium shock absorption

• Superior comfort

•  Performance on runs of all distances

“BUCKET SEAT” MIDSOLE PROVIDES
• Integrated stability within the shoe

•  Adaptability to a wide range of feet
and running styles

•  A comfortable option to traditional
extra post support

INTELLIGENT CUSHIONING OFFERS
• Softer cushioning for protection (heel)

•  Firmer cushioning for propulsion
(forefoot)

• A fast and comfortable ride

J-FRAME™ BENEFITS
• Designed to combat over-pronation

•  Guides foot without rigid or unforgiving
materials

•  Delivers stability while maintaining
a cushioned and lightweight ride
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INTRODUCING GLIDE, a collection of shoes with our
smoothest, softest rides. Built off the original HOKA ONE ONE® principles of 
maximal cushion with minimal weight, this category features plush cushion for 
any pace. GLIDE includes neutral and stability models, so no matter the shoe, 
you can go the distance in comfort. An effortless ride from start to finish, these 
shoes are your go-to for everyday miles. Ready, steady, GLIDE.



The game-changing Bondi is the most cushioned shoe in HOKA 
ONE ONE®’s road-shoe lineup. The Bondi 6 offers a smooth, 
balanced ride delivered by the full EVA midsole, the comfortable and 
breathable upper and our Meta-Rocker technology. This delivers a 
consistent ride for all distances. The Bondi 6 will take you far and 
wide in comfort.

• Redesigned rubber outsole reduces
weight while optimizing durability

• Beveled heel design offers a smooth
transition and increased durability

• Features refined early stage Meta-
Rocker for a smooth ride

• Features a full-length compression
molded EVA midsole

• Open engineered mesh construction
optimizes breathability and comfort

• Lycra comfort frame heel section
provides comfortable support

• Internal heel counter provides
a locked-in fit and support

BONDI 6
GEOMETRY

M’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 33mm  FOREFOOT: 29mm

W’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 31mm  FOREFOOT: 27mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 10.9 oz. 310g  WOMEN: 8.6 oz. 246g

SIZES
MEN: 7–13, 14, 15; WIDE 7–13, 14, 15(2E)

WOMEN: 5–11, 12; WIDE 5–11, 12(D)

MEN’S 1019269   GBAN 
Galaxy Blue / Anthracite  NEW
Avail. August

1019271  GBAN 
Galaxy Blue / Anthracite  WIDE  NEW
Avail. August

WOMEN’S 1019270  SPCB
Serenity / Palace Blue  NEW
Avail. August

1019272  SPCB 
Serenity / Palace Blue  WIDE  NEW
Avail. August



The shoe that changed runners’ perceptions of what HOKA ONE 
ONE® could be, the Clifton 6 joins the award-winning Clifton 
family. Building upon the Clifton’s best qualities, the “6” continues 
to deliver that perfect combination of soft and light. The Clifton 6 
has a smoother ride with a more comfortable fit and includes an 
embroidered design that improves lockdown without extra weight. 
Find your sweet spot in the Clifton 6. 

• Full-ground contact design

• Strategic hi-abrasion rubber zones to
reduce weight

• Early stage Meta-Rocker offers
a smooth ride

• Full compression EVA midsole
provides signature HOKA ONE
ONE® cushioning

• Moderate heel bevel gives a
smooth transition

• Flat-waisted geometry provides
inherent stability

• Engineered mesh upper provides
a lightweight and breathable feel

• Embroidery reinforcement reduces
layers and offers support and midfoot
lockdown

• Reinforced eyestays provide
increased durability

CLIFTON 6
GEOMETRY

M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 29mm  FOREFOOT: 24mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 27mm  FOREFOOT: 22mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 9 oz. 255g  WOMEN: 7.4 oz. 209g

SIZES
MEN: 7–13, 14, 15; WIDE 7–13, 14, 15(2E) 

WOMEN: 5–11, 12; WIDE 5–11, 12(D)

MEN’S 1102872  EBPA
Ensign Blue / Plein Air  NEW  Avail. 
June

1102876  EBPA 
Ensign Blue / Plein Air  NEW   WIDE 
Avail. June 

WOMEN’S 1102873  PAMB 
Plein Air / Moonlight Blue  NEW  Avail. 
June

110287 7  PAMB 
Plein Air / Moonlight Blue  WIDE   NEW 
Avail. June



• Features zonal rubber
placement for durability

• Early stage Meta-Rocker provides a
smooth ride

• Firmer EVA J-Frame™ offers
lightweight support

• Flat-waisted geometry provides
inherent stability

• Lightweight, open engineered
mesh optimizes breathability for
a comfortable fit

With every iteration, the Arahi rewrites the history of the support 
shoe. Boasting the seemingly contradictory attributes of maximum 
cushion with minimum weight, the Arahi 3 delivers a refined midsole 
and improved heel rocker. With the help of the HOKA ONE ONE® 
J-Frame™, the Arahi 3 supports your foot by guiding it through its
natural gait cycle without the use of rigid and unforgiving materials.
This stability shoe also includes a lightweight upper made from
breathable mesh. With enhanced midfoot lockdown, a lightweight
upper and soft midsole, the Arahi 3 delivers a nimble and supportive
ride.

ARAHI 3
GEOMETRY

M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 29mm  FOREFOOT: 24mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 27mm  FOREFOOT: 22mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 9.6 oz. 272g  WOMEN: 8.0 oz. 227g

SIZES
MEN: 7–13, 14, 15; WIDE 7–13, 14, 15(2E)  

WOMEN: 5–11, 12; WIDE 5–11, 12(D)

1104097  RRPR  
Rio Red / Poppy Red  NEW  
Avail. July

1104099  PRNCC
Poppy Red / Nimbus Cloud  NEW
Avail. July

WOMEN’S

MEN’S



A CULMINATION of our most responsive up-tempo shoes,
FLY continues to defy what’s possible when you run in lightweight cushion. 
These seven shoes were made for everything from speed sessions and race 
day to gym workouts and everyday wear. FLY includes models for the gym 
and the road so you can get propulsive cushion in every activity. They were 
inspired by the weightless sensation of flight and provide ample cushion if 
you’re on the roads, the treadmill or in a workout class. FLY knows no limits.  



• Rubberized foam outsole provides
lightweight ground contact and
responsive cushioning

• Lightweight, open engineered mesh
offers a comfortable fit and optimal
breathability

• Features a lightweight, structured and
breathable tongue

• Perforations offer increased
breathability across the midfoot
and forefoot

GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 24mm  FOREFOOT: 19mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 24mm  FOREFOOT: 17mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 8.0 oz. 227g  WOMEN: 6.6 oz. 187g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14, 15  WOMEN: 5–11

The Mach 2 continues to deliver the HOKA ONE ONE® trio of 
benefits: maximum cushion and super responsiveness in a surprisingly 
lightweight package. And with its PROFLY™ midsole, the Mach 2 
delivers an extremely light and resilient ride. This up-tempo shoe also 
has an engineered, breathable mesh upper for a comfortable fit. Light 
and cushioned, fast and responsive, this shoe is ready to race.  

MACH 2

• Early stage Meta-Rocker offers a
smooth ride

• PROFLY™ midsole gives a cushioned
landing and propulsive toe-off

MEN’S

WOMEN’S 1099722   PBLSB 
Palace Blue / Lime Sherbet  
NEW  Avail. August

1099721   CBBM 
Corsair Blue / Bright Marigold   NEW 
Avail. August



GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 23mm  FOREFOOT: 18mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 21mm  FOREFOOT: 16mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 7.2 oz. 204g  WOMEN: 5.8 oz. 164g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14, 15  WOMEN: 5–11

• X-shaped design and siping provides
traction and flexpoints

• Rubberized foam outsole provides
lightweight ground contact and
responsive cushioning

• PROFLY™ midsole offers a cushioned
landing and propulsive toe-off

• Lightweight, open engineered mesh
offers a comfortable fit and optimal
breathability

• Thin lycra comfort-fit bootie
underneath the engineered mesh
provides a seamless layer next to the
foot

• Includes an embroidered
HOKA ONE ONE® logo

The Cavu 2 is a versatile running shoe with a bold and simple look. 
Similar to the Mach, it features a PROFLY™ midsole, but the Cavu is 
a little lower and a little lighter. The PROFLY™ midsole is made with 
rubberized foam, which is light, responsive and durable, so you can 
run fast in the Cavu again and again. This shoe employs a seamless, 
engineered mesh upper and delivers a smooth, light ride. You are 
clear for takeoff.

CAVU 2

1099723   CBBM  
Corsair / Bright Marigold  NEW  
Avail. June

1099724   LMVB 
Lavendula / Medieval Blue 
Avail. June

MEN’S

WOMEN’S
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SKY IS a groundbreaking mountain footwear category ready for trail
adventures. An against-the-grain approach to lightweight hiking boots, trail 
runners and all-terrain shoes, this category was built to help you touch the sky. 
These shoes have cushion, traction and support so you can traverse the most 
rugged landscapes at any speed. Complete with trail models and all-terrain 
shoes, this category performs no matter how far or high the trail leads. SKY 
empowers you to reach the peak.



GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 32mm  FOREFOOT: 28mm

W’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 30mm  FOREFOOT: 26mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 10.3 oz. 292g  WOMEN: 9.1 oz. 258g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14, 15  WOMEN: 5–11

Named for HOKA Athlete Karl Meltzer, “The Speedgoat,” who holds 
the record for the most 100-mile trail race wins, this shoe is designed 
to attack all kinds of technical trail. The Speedgoat 3 is a durable, 
stable shoe that’s comfortable across any terrain. Complete with a 
wider midsole and toe box, the Speedgoat 3 has enhanced heel 
support and midfoot lockdown in the upper as well as “seatbelt” 
support on each side. Add in Vibram® Megagrip lugs and the 
Speedgoat 3 provides grip and traction in even the most rugged 
conditions. The Speedgoat 3 is one badass shoe — part three. 

• Features a Vibram® Megagrip
hi-traction outsole with 5mm lugs

• Includes multidirectional lugs for
supreme grip on varied terrain

• Features a more durable outsole
design

• Oversize EVA midsole provides
lightweight cushioning

• Features a wider platform designed
to provide a more stable base on
varied terrain

• CMEVA foam midsole absorbs
impact points and offers stable
footing

• Open engineered mesh construction
maximizes breathability and support

• Reinforced TPU midfoot overlays help
ensure a secure fit

• Midfoot cage construction offers
stability and lockdown/foot capture

SPEEDGOAT 3

MEN’S 1099733   SW T T 
Stormy Weather / Tangerine Tango  NEW
Avail. June

1099734  DSPRD 
Dark Shadow / Poppy Red  NEW

Avail. June

WOMEN’S



GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 23mm  FOREFOOT: 18mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 21mm  FOREFOOT: 16mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 9.0 oz. 254g  WOMEN: 7.4 oz. 211g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14, 15  WOMEN: 5–11

• Features strategic hi-abrasion rubber
zones for lightweight durability

• Includes multidirectional lugs for
supreme grip on varied terrain

• Features a PROFLY™ midsole for a
cushioned landing and propulsive
toe-off

• Open engineered mesh
construction optimizes
breathability, comfort and support

• Protective overlays protect against
trail debris and offer support

Designed and built with the collaboration of world class HOKA 
ONE ONE® trail athletes, the Torrent boasts competitive credentials. 
Created as a trail racer, it incorporates the seemingly contradictory 
combination of cushioning and agility. The lightweight performance 
is made possible with a PROFLY™ midsole, providing a forgiving 
landing and responsive toe-off. High-traction rubber and aggressive 
lugs mean that when your feet are on the ground they’re sure of their 
footing. Marry that with a breathable upper and you’ve got a super
lightweight, nimble and technical trail racer that allows you to tackle 
a variety of terrain at any speed. Pedal to the metal.

TORRENT

WOMEN’S 1097755   CFPR 

Cactus Flower / Poppy Red  
NEW

Avail. July

1097751  EBLC 
Ebony / Black 
Avail. July

MEN’S



In its fifth iteration, the Challenger furthers its reputation for versatility. 
Fast and light on the trail, its midsole geometry ensures a smooth 
ride on the road, and the distinctive multi-lugged outsole leaves 
you in no doubt as to its trail heritage. Arranged closer together 
towards the heel for a smoother, more consistent ride, the lugs have 
a wider spread in the forefoot to help with grip on the trail and in wet 
conditions. The Challenger ATR 5 also features a modified midfoot 
design for improved lockdown as well as a supportive heel counter 
for lateral and medial security. It looks fast and goes fast.

• Early stage Meta-Rocker offers a
smooth ride

• Lightweight and oversized EVA
midsole provides signature HOKA
ONE ONE® cushioning

• CMEVA foam midsole provides
stable footing and absorbs impact
points

• Dual-layer mesh balances support,
durability and breathability

• Includes textured TPU toe
reinforcements for added durability

• Internal heel counter provides support
on all terrains

CHALLENGER ATR 5

• 4mm lugs provide all-terrain traction

• Podular outsole design provides
stability on uneven terrain

GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 29mm  FOREFOOT: 24mm

W’s: OFFSET: 5mm  HEEL: 27mm  FOREFOOT: 22mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 9.4 oz. 266g  WOMEN: 7.7 oz. 218g

SIZES
MEN: 7–13, 14, 15; WIDE 7–13, 14(2E) 

WOMEN: 5–11, 12; WIDE 5–11(D)

1104093  SWMOC 
Stormy Weather / Moonlit Ocean  NEW 
Avail. June

1104095  SWMOC 
Stormy Weather / Moonlit Ocean  WIDE  
NEW  Avail. June

WOMEN’S 

MEN’S

1104094  IPPRD 
Italian Plum / Poppy Red  NEW  Avail. 
June



• Features a Vibram® Megagrip
hi-traction outsole with 5mm lugs

• Includes multidirectional lugs for
supreme grip on varied terrain

• Features an EVA top layer for plush
comfort next to the foot

• Rangi™ bottom foam offers durable
cushioning and a responsive feel

• eVent® waterproof bootie keeps your
feet comfortable and dry

• Features a full-grain waterproof
leather upper for durability and
support

GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 6mm  HEEL: 33mm  FOREFOOT: 27mm

W’s: OFFSET: 6mm  HEEL: 31mm  FOREFOOT: 25mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 17.92 oz. 508g  WOMEN: 15.03 oz. 426g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14  WOMEN: 5–11

Named for the Māori word for strength and support, the Kaha 
delivers both. With surprising speed, it makes the ups easier and the 
downs quicker. When hiking over long distances, this trekking shoe 
will deliver you to your destination in comfort and safety. Unequaled 
in its weight-to-cushion ratio, the Kaha offers the full HOKA ONE 
ONE® package   — proprietary foams, patented geometries and 
exceptional Vibram® Megagrip traction. Soft and smooth, but 
inherently supportive, the Kaha features an eVent® waterproof 
bootie that’ll keep your feet comfortable and dry regardless of the 
conditions. And an adjustable lacing system provides a lockdown fit 
regardless of your foot type. The world is your oyster.

KAHA

1099637   BOGR 
Black Olive / Green
Avail. June

1099638   FGAH 
Frost Gray / Aqua Haze 
Avail. June

WOMEN’S 

MEN’S



Speed hiker used to be an oxymoron, but that perfectly describes 
the Toa. Leveraging HOKA ONE ONE® trail running expertise 
and innovations, we built a “lightest in class” waterproof hiker for 
adventures across any terrain. Everything about the Toa has been 
evaluated from a functional and weight-saving perspective. From 
the durable and breathable synthetic upper, to the rubberized 
foam midsole and the Vibram® Megagrip outsole lugs, all elements 
are technically solid and efficiently lightweight. And the cushioned 
running shoe feel is further enhanced by an eVent® waterproof  
bootie to keep your feet dry and comfortable. The sky’s the limit, 
speed hiker.

• eVent® waterproof bootie keeps your
feet comfortable and dry

• Technical synthetic upper offers
durability, breathability and light
weight

• Rangi™ midsole foam offers durable
cushioning and a responsive feel

• Features a Vibram® Megagrip
hi-traction outsole

• Includes multidirectional lugs for
supreme grip on varied terrain

GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 26mm  FOREFOOT: 22mm

W’s: OFFSET: 4mm  HEEL: 24mm  FOREFOOT: 20mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 14.99 oz. 425g  WOMEN: 13.26 oz. 376g

SIZES MEN: 7–13, 14, 15  WOMEN: 5–11

TOA

1102951  PHN 
Phantom
Avail. June

MEN’S

1102952  DAHZ 
Dragonfly / Aqua 
Haze  Avail. June

WOMEN’S



GEOMETRY
M’s: OFFSET: 6mm  HEEL: 33mm  FOREFOOT: 27mm

W’s: OFFSET: 6mm  HEEL: 31mm  FOREFOOT: 25mm

WEIGHTS MEN: 6.4 oz. 181g  WOMEN: 5.1 oz. 145g

SIZES MEN: 7–14 whole  WOMEN: 5–11 whole

You’ve just finished a long run or grueling race and simply put, your 
feet need some TLC. Enter the ORA Slide. We put a HOKA ONE 
ONE® oversized midsole and our Meta-Rocker geometry into a slide 
design and love the result. Comfort and support when and where you 
need them. Your tired feet just got saved.

• Soft top layer EVA provides
immediate step-in comfort

• Strategic groove placement provides
optimal comfort and traction

• Early stage Meta-Rocker offers a
smooth ride

• Dual-layer construction incorporates
a soft top layer and a resilient
midsole/outsole for durability
and stability

ORA RECOVERY SLIDE 

1099674   BBLC 
Black / Black
Avail. June

WOMEN’S

MEN’S 1099673   EDNB
Ebony / Dresden Blue 
Avail. June
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